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Abstract. Ellipses are a meta-linguistic notation for denoting terms the size of which are
specified by a meta-variable that ranges over the natural numbers. In this work, we present
a systematic approach for encoding such meta-expressions in the λ-calculus, without el-
lipses: Terms that are parameterized by meta-variables are replaced with corresponding
λ-abstractions over actual variables. We call such λ-terms arity-generic. Concrete terms,
for particular choices of the parameterizing variable are obtained by applying an arity-
generic λ-term to the corresponding numeral, obviating the need to use ellipses.
For example, to find the multiple fixed points of n equations, n different λ-terms are
needed, every one of which is indexed by two meta-variables, and defined using three
levels of ellipses. A single arity-generic λ-abstraction that takes two Church numerals,
one for the number of fixed-point equations, and one for their arity, replaces all these
multiple fixed-point combinators. We show how to define arity-generic generalizations of
two historical fixed-point combinators, the first by Curry, and the second by Turing, for
defining multiple fixed points. These historical fixed-point combinators are related by a
construction due to Böhm: We show that likewise, their arity-generic generalizations are
related by an arity-generic generalization of Böhm’s construction.
We further demonstrate this approach to arity-generic λ-definability with additional
λ-terms that create, project, extend, reverse, and map over ordered n-tuples, as well as an
arity-generic generator for one-point bases.
1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation. This work is concerned with λ-terms that are written using the
meta-language of ellipses: Terms such as, for example, the ordered n-tuple
maker: λx1 · · · xnσ.(σ x1 · · · xn). As the use of ellipses indicates, the syntax for such λ-terms
is described for any given n, in the meta-language of the λ-calculus, i.e., in the language in
which we describe the syntax of λ-terms. The index n is thus a meta-variable. It is only
after we have picked a natural number for n, that we can write down an actual λ-term, and
it will be “hard-coded” for that specific n. For example, the ordered 5-tuple maker is defined
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as λx1x2x3x4x5σ.(σ x1 x2 x3 x4 x5), can be written without ellipses, and is “hard-coded” for
n = 5. But what if we want n, which determines the syntactic structure of the λ-term, to be
an argument in the language of the λ-calculus: How do we go from a λ-term whose syntax is
indexed or parameterized by a meta-variable over the natural numbers in the meta-language
of the λ-calculus to a corresponding λ-term parameterized by a Church numeral?
In this work, we present a systematic approach for encoding terms whose syntax is
parameterized by a meta-variable and written using ellipses, to λ-terms that take a Church
numeral cn as an argument, and return the corresponding λ-term for that given n. We call
such λ-terms arity-generic, following the work of Weirich and Casinghino on Arity-Generic
Datatype-Generic Programming [31]. When we speak of an arity-generic λ-term Eag, we
require two things:
(1) We have in mind an n-ary term En in the meta-language of the λ-calculus, that is
parameterized by a meta-variable n ∈ N. For any specific value of n, En is a λ-term:
E1, E3, etc., are all λ-terms.
(2) For all n ∈ N, (Eag cn) =βη En.
1.2. Overview. In Combinatory Logic, bases provide a standard approach to constructing
inductively larger combinators from smaller combinators. We follow this approach by aug-
menting the standard of {I,K,B,C,S} basis introduced by Schönfinkel [24], Curry [9, 10],
Turner [28], and many others, with arity-generic generalizations Kag,Sag of the respective
K,S combinators. We then encode Kag,Sag in terms of {I,K,B,C,S} (Section 2). Kag,Sag
can then be used to encode straightforwardly those parts of the term that use ellipses using
an arity-generic generalization of the bracket-abstraction algorithm for the {K,S} basis.
In principle, we could have stopped at this point, since {I,K,B,C,S,Kag,Sag} would
already be sufficient to encode any arity-generic term. We chose, however, to use Kag,Sag
to define Bag,Cag, which are the arity-generic generalizations of B,C, because Turner’s
bracket-abstraction algorithm for the basis {I,K,B,C,S} extends naturally to the basis
{I,K,B,C,S, Iag,Kag,Bag,Cag,Sag}. This extended algorithm (Section 4) maintains the
simplicity of Turner’s original algorithm, and generates compact encodings for arity-generic
λ-terms.
The second part of this work (Section 5) demonstrates how the new basis can be used
to encode interesting arity-generic λ-terms, such as multiple fixed-point combinators.
1.3. Terminology, notation and list of combinators. For background material on the
λ-calculus, we refer the reader to Church’s original book on the λ-calculus, The Calculi of
Lambda Conversion [7], Curry’s two volumes Combinatory Logic I, II [9, 10], and Baren-
dregt’s encyclopedic textbook, The Lambda Calculus: Its Syntax and Semantics [4]. Here
we briefly list the λ-terms and notation used throughout this work.
I λx.x Identitätsfunktion [24]
K λxy.x Konstanzfunktion [24]
B λxyz.(x (y z)) Zusammensetzungsfunktion [24]
C λxyz.(x z y) Vertauschungsfunktion [24]
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S λxyz.(x z (y z)) Verschmelzungsfunktion [24]
〈x1, . . . , xn〉 λσ.(σ x1 · · · xn) Ordered n-tuple [4]
〈␣, . . . , ␣〉n λx1 · · · xnσ.(σ x1 · · · xn) Ordered n-tuple maker [14]
σnk λx1 · · · xn.xk Selector: Returns the k-th of n argu-
ments [4]
pink λx.(x σ
n
k ) Projection: Returns the k-th projec-
tion of an ordered n-tuple [4]
cn λsz.(s (· · · (s︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
z) · · · )) The n-th Church numeral [7]
S+ λnsz.(s (n s z)) Computes the successor on Church
numerals [7]
+ λab.(b S+ a) Computes addition on Church nu-
merals [7]
P− λn.(pi21 (n (λp.〈(pi
2
2 p),
(S+ (pi22 p))〉)
〈c0, c0〉))
Computes the predecessor on Church
numerals [14], following Kleene’s con-
struction for the λIβη-calculus [17]
−· λab.(b P− a) Computes the monus function on
Church numerals [7]
False λxy.y The Boolean value False [4]
True λxy.x The Boolean value True [4]
Zero? λn.(n (λx.False) True) Computes the zero-predicate on
Church numerals
For any λ-term P , the set of variables that occur freely in P is denoted by FreeVars(P ).
The ≡ symbol denotes identity modulo α-conversion, the symbol −→ denotes reflexive and
transitive closure of the βη relation, The =β symbol denotes the equivalence relation induced
by β-reduction. The =η symbol denotes the equivalence relation induced by η-reduction.
The symbol =βη, which is also abbreviated as =, denotes the equivalence relation induced
by the βη relation.
The size of a λ-term P , denoted by |P |, is the length of its abstract-syntax tree. For
variable ν, and λ-terms P,Q, we have:
|ν| = 1
|λν.P | = 1 + |P |
|(PQ)| = 1 + |P |+ |Q|
The relationship between λ-terms A,B, and a function f , which maps the λ-term A to B is
denoted by A
f
=⇒ B.
1.4. The meta-language of ellipses. The ellipsis is used extensively in the literature
on the λ-calculus and combinatory logic: It appears in Church’s original text on the λ-
calculus [7], in Curry’s texts on combinatory logic [9, 10], in Barendregt’s text on the λ-
calculus [4], and in many other books and articles.
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As a meta-linguistic notational device, the ellipsis is very economical, but the economy
often hides subtlety and complexity. For example, in the expression
P ≡ λx. (S+ · · · (S+︸ ︷︷ ︸
100 times
x) · · · ) ,
the ellipses serve to abbreviate an expression that would otherwise be cumbersome to write.
Now consider the superficially-similar expression
Qn ≡ λx. (S
+ · · · (S+︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
x) · · · ) .
For specific values of n, the expression Qn is a λ-expression: Q1, Q23, Q100, etc., are all λ-
expressions, and in fact, Q100 ≡ P . However, Qn is not a λ-expression: Linguistically, n is a
meta-variable in the meta-language of the λ-calculus, and so Qn is rather a meta-expression.
Would it be possible to define a λ-expression that would, in some sense, “capture the
essence” of Qn? Since we use Church numerals in this paper, and since Church numerals
are abstractions over the iterated composition of a function, it seems reasonable to argue
that the expression R = λn.λx.(n S+ x) =η λn.(n S
+) is our candidate: It takes a Church
numeral n as an argument, and returns a function that applies to its argument the n-th
composition of S+. The relationship between Qn and R is given by Qn = (R cn). We
can use this relationship, to replace a meta-expression with a λ-expression and a Church
numeral, and in that sense, “eliminate” the use of ellipses.
In more complicated scenarios, ellipses and meta-variables can be combined to hide
even greater complexity. For example, in Section 1.1, we described the n-tuple maker:
〈␣, . . . , ␣〉n = λx1 · · · xnσ.(σ x1 · · · xn). Ellipses now control the number of nested λ-abstrac-
tions, and the number of left-associated applications. How can these ellipses be eliminated?
The “interface” to such a term, which we call 〈␣, . . . , ␣〉
ag
would take a Church numeral cn,
and satisfy the relationship (〈␣, . . . , ␣〉
ag
cn) = 〈␣, . . . , ␣〉n.
Sections 2, 4, and 5 explore how all meta-linguistic ellipses can be removed from expres-
sions in the meta-language of the λ-calculus. Put otherwise, the λ-calculus is sufficiently
expressive so as to make the use of meta-linguistic ellipses unnecessary, even if they are still
used as a matter of convenience.
2. Arity-generic generalizations of the {I,K,B,C,S} basis
Our goal is to define arity-generic versions of I,K,B,C,S combinators, which form the
arity-generic part of a basis for arity-generic λ-expressions.
2.1. The arity-generic K combinator. The K combinator, defined as λpx.p, abstracts
a variable x over an expression in which x does not occur free. The n-ary generalization of
K abstracts n variables, and is given by:
Kn ≡ λpx1 · · · xn.p
Notice that K abstracts a single unused variable over its argument. Hence we may write:
Kn = (cn K)
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We now define Kag as follows:
Kag ≡ λn.(n K)
This definition satisfies the requirement that (Kag cn) = Kn. Also note that K0 = I, and
K1 = K.
2.2. The arity-generic S combinator. The S combinator, defined as λpqx.(p x (q x)),
abstracts a variable x over an application of two expressions, where x occurs free in both
expressions. The n-ary generalization of S abstracts n variables, and is given by:1
Sn ≡ λpqx1 · · · xn.(p x1 · · · xn (q x1 · · · xn))
We describe Sn+1 in terms of Sn:
Sn+1 = λpqx1 · · · xn+1.(p x1 · · · xn+1 (q x1 · · · xn+1))
= λpqx1 · · · xn+1.(S (p x1 · · · xn) (q x1 · · · xn) xn+1)
=η λpqx1 · · · xn.(S (p x1 · · · xn) (q x1 · · · xn))
= λpqx1 · · · xn.(Kn S x1 · · · xn (p x1 · · · xn) (q x1 · · · xn))
= λpqx1 · · · xn.(Sn (Kn S) p x1 · · · xn (q x1 · · · xn))
= λpqx1 · · · xn.(Sn (Sn (Kn S) p) q x1 · · · xn)
=η λpq.(Sn (Sn (Kn S) p) q)
=η λp.(Sn (Sn (Kn S) p))
= λp.(B Sn (Sn (Kn S)) p)
=η (B Sn (Sn (Kn S)))
= ((λs.(B s (s (Kn S)))) Sn)
The λ-term f that takes a Church numeral cn, and maps Sn
f
=⇒ Sn+1 is given by
f = λns.((λs.(B s (s (Kag n S)))) s)
= λns.(B s (s (Kag n S)))
The λ-term g such that 〈cn,Sn〉
g
=⇒ 〈cn+1,Sn+1〉 is given by:
g = λp.
〈
(S+ (pi21 p)), (f (pi
2
1 p) (pi
2
2 p))
〉
Note that S0 abstracts over 0 arguments, so we have S0 = λpq.(pq) =η I. We define Sag by
taking the n-th composition of g, applying it to 〈c0,S0〉, and taking the second projection:
Sag ≡ λn.(pi
2
2 (n g 〈c0, I〉))
This definition satisfies the requirement that (Sag cn) = Sn. Also note that S0 = I, and
S1 = S.
1Curry [9, page 169] uses the symbol Sn to denote the following generalization of S, which is different
from our own:
S
Curry
n
≡ λfg1 · · · gnx.(f x (g1 x) · · · (gn x))
Nevertheless, we think that our generalization fits better here, because of the way the relevant rule in
Turner’s bracket-abstraction algorithm for the basis {I,K,B,C,S} generalizes to our definition of Sn.
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2.3. The arity-generic I combinator. The I-combinator is defined as λx.x. The n-ary
generalization of I is
In ≡ λx1 · · · xn.(x1 · · · xn)
=η I
Since In =η I, this case is trivial. It is nevertheless necessary for completeness, to give the
arity-generic extension of In:
Iag ≡ λn.I
= (K I)
This definition trivially satisfies the requirement that (Iag cn) = In, as In = I holds trivially
for all n ∈ N.
2.4. The arity-generic B combinator. The B combinator, defined as λpqx.(p (q x))
abstracts a variable x over an application of two expressions, where x occurs free in the
second expression. The n-ary generalization of B abstracts n variables, and is given by:
Bn ≡ λpqx1 · · · xn.(p (q x1 · · · xn))
= λpqx1 · · · xn.(Kn p x1 · · · xn (q x1 · · · xn))
= λpqx1 · · · xn.(Sn (Kn p) q x1 · · · xn)
=η λp.(Sn (Kn p))
= λp.(B Sn Kn p)
=η (B Sn Kn)
The arity-generic version of B, written as Bag takes cn and returns Bn. We can define Bag
as follows:
Bag ≡ λn.(B (Sag n) (Kag n))
This definition satisfies the requirement that (Bag cn) = Bn. Also note that B0 = I, and
B1 = B.
2.5. The arity-generic C combinator. The C combinator, defined as λpqx.(p x q) ab-
stracts a variable x over an application of two expressions, where x occurs free in the first
expression. The n-ary generalization of C abstracts n variables, and is given by:
Cn = λpqx1 · · · xn.(p x1 · · · xn q)
= λpqx1 · · · xn.(p x1 · · · xn (Kn q x1 · · · xn))
= λpqx1 · · · xn.(Sn p (Kn q) x1 · · · xn)
=η λpq.(Sn p (Kn q))
= λpq.(B (Sn p) Kn q)
= λpq.(B B Sn p Kn q)
= λpq.(C (B B Sn) Kn p q)
=η (C (B B Sn) Kn)
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The arity-generic version of C, written as Cag takes cn and returns Cn. We can define the
Cag as follows:
Cag ≡ λn.(C (B B (Sag n)) (Kag n))
This definition satisfies the requirement that (Cag cn) = Cn. Also note that C0 = I, and
C1 = C.
2.6. Summary and Conclusion. We have introduced n-ary and arity-generic general-
izations of the combinators I,K,B,C,S. These terms satisfy the property that for any
X ∈ {I,K,B,C,S}, we have (Xag cn) = Xn, and in particular (Xag c1) = X1 = X.
Encoding an n-ary extension of a λ-term parallels the case where n = 1, both in the
steps as well as in the final encoding. For example, consider the parallel encoding of B and
Bn:
Bxyz = x(yz)
= Kxz(yz)
= S(Kx)yz
= KSx(Kx)yz
= S(KS)Kxyz
Bnxyz1 · · · zn = x(yz1 · · · zn)
= Knxz1 · · · zn(yz1 · · · zn)
= Sn(Knx)yz1 · · · zn
= KSnx(Knx)yz1 · · · zn
= S(KSn)Knxyz1 · · · zn
Hence we obtain an alternative encoding for an arity-generic extension of B as follows:
B
alt
ag
≡ λn.(S (K (Sag n)) (Kag n))
Similarly, consider the parallel encoding of C and Cn:
Cxyz = xzy
= xz(Kyz)
= Sx(Ky)z
= K(Sx)y(Ky)z
= S(K(Sx))Kyz
= S(KKx(Sx))Kyz
= KSx(S(KK)Sx)Kyz
= S(KS)(S(KK)S)xKyz
= S(KS)(S(KK)S)x(KKx)yz
= S(S(KS)(S(KK)S))(KK)xyz
Cnxyz1 · · · zn = xz1 · · · zny
= xz1 · · · zn(Knyz1 · · · zn)
= Snx(Kny)z1 · · · zn
= K(Snx)y(Kny)z1 · · · zn
= S(K(Snx))Knyz1 · · · zn
= S(KKx(Snx))Knyz1 · · · zn
= KSx(S(KK)Snx)Knyz1 · · · zn
= S(KS)(S(KK)Sn)xKnyz1 · · · zn
= S(KS)(S(KK)Sn)x(KKnx)yz1 · · · zn
= S(S(KS)(S(KK)Sn))(KKn)xyz1 · · · zn
Hence we obtain an alternative encoding for an arity-generic extension of C as follows:
C
alt
ag
≡ λn.(S (S (K S) (S (K K)(Sag n))) (K (Kag n)))
Arity-generic λ-terms can be encoded directly using {I,K,B,C,S,Kag,Sag} and Church
numerals, similarly to how combinators are encoded using {K,S}, and we have done just
that in encoding the Bag,Cag combinators.
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Our aim, however, was to extend the original {I,K,B,C,S} basis introduced by Schön-
finkel, resulting in a more compact encoding, and in a smaller number of derivation steps.
3. Turner’s Bracket-Abstraction Algorithm
A bracket-abstraction algorithm is an algorithm for translating a λ-expression into an equiva-
lent expression that is generated by some basis, an expression that contains no λ-abstractions
and no variables, and that is written using applications of the terms of the given basis. Thus
a bracket-abstraction algorithm is specific to a given basis.
Turner’s bracket-abstraction algorithm [28] is an algorithm for translating λ-expressions
into the {I,K,B,C,S} basis. The algorithm, denoted by double brackets (J·K) is defined on
the structure of the argument, and is described in several cases:
Original term Condition Rewrite
M ∈ Vars M
M ∈ {I,K,B,C,S} M
M = (P Q) (JP K JQK)
M = λx.λy.P Jλx. Jλy.P KK
M = λx.(P x) x 6∈ FreeVars(P ) JP K
M = λx.P x 6∈ FreeVars(P ) (K JP K)
M = λx.(Px Q) x ∈ FreeVars(Px), x 6∈ FreeVars(Q) (C Jλx.PxK JQK)
M = λx.(P Qx) x 6∈ FreeVars(P ), x ∈ FreeVars(Qx) (B JP K Jλx.QxK)
M = λx.(Px Qx) x ∈ FreeVars(Px), x ∈ FreeVars(Qx) (S Jλx.PxK Jλx.QxK)
To give some intuition as to the rôle the different combinators of the basis play in the
algorithm, let us analyze just one single case: Where M = λx.(Px Qx):
λx.(Px Qx) = ( (λpqx.(p x (q x)))
︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡S
(λx.Px) (λx.Qx))
Hence we have the rule that
Jλx.(Px Qx)K = (S Jλx.PxK Jλx.QxK)
The correctness of this algorithm is shown by induction on the length of the term, rather
than by structural induction, because, for example, while |λx.Px| < |λx.(Px Qx)|, clearly
λx.Px is not a sub-expression of λx.(Px Qx), and the same holds for other cases in the proof.
Example: We demonstrate the bracket-abstraction algorithm by applying it to S+:q
S+
y
≡ Jλabc.(b (a b c))K
= Jλa. Jλb. Jλc.(b (a b c))KKK
= Jλa. Jλb.(B JbK Jλc.(a b c)K)KK
=η Jλa. Jλb.(B b (a b))KK
= Jλa.(S Jλb.(B b)K Jλb.(a b)K)K
=η Jλa.(S B a)K
=η (S B)
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4. Extending Turner’s Bracket-Abstraction Algorithm
4.1. Extending the rule for I. In Turner’s original bracket-abstraction algorithm, the
rule for I was a base case:
Jλx.xK = I
The n-ary and arity-generic generalization of the rule for I abstracts n variables x1, . . . , xn,
and is also a base case:
Jλx1 · · · xn.(x1 · · · xn)K = In
= (Iag cn)
4.2. Extending the rule for K. Note that (K P ) = ((λpx.p) P ) = λx.P . Accordingly,
K is used in the original bracket-abstraction algorithm to abstract a variable x over an
expression P , where x 6∈ FreeVars(P ):
Jλx.P K = (K JP K)
The n-ary and arity-generic generalization of the rule forK allows for abstracting n variables
x1, . . . , xn over an expression P , where {x1, . . . , xn} ∩ FreeVars(P ) = ∅:
Jλx1 · · · xn.P K = (Kn JP K)
= (Kag cn JP K)
4.3. Extending the rule for B. Note that
(B P (λx.Qx)) = ((λpqx.(p (q x))) P (λx.Qx))
= λx.(P Qx)
where x ∈ FreeVars(Qx). Accordingly, B is used in the original bracket-abstraction algorithm
to abstract a variable x over an application (P Qx), where x ∈ FreeVars(Qx):
Jλx.(P Qx)K = (B JP K Jλx.QxK)
The n-ary and arity-generic generalization of the rule for B allows for abstracting n variables
x1, . . . , xn over an application (P Qx1,...,xn), where {x1, . . . , xn} ∩ FreeVars(P ) = ∅ and
{x1, . . . , xn} ⊆ FreeVars(Qx1,...,xn):
Jλx1 · · · xn.(P Qx1,...,xn)K = (Bn JP K Jλx1 · · · xn.Qx1,...,xnK)
= (Bag cn JP K Jλx1 · · · xn.Qx1,...,xnK)
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4.4. Extending the rule for C. Note that
(C (λx.Px) Q) = ((λpqx.(p x q)) (λx.Px) Q)
= λx.(Px Q)
where x ∈ FreeVars(Px). Accordingly, C is used in the original bracket-abstraction algorithm
to abstract a variable x over an application (Px Q), where x ∈ FreeVars(Px):
Jλx.(Px Q)K = (C Jλx.PxK JQK)
The n-ary and arity-generic generalization of the rule for C allows for abstracting n vari-
ables x1, . . . , xn over an application (Px1,...,xn Q), where {x1, . . . , xn} ⊆ FreeVars(Px1,...,xn)∧
{x1, . . . , xn} ∩ FreeVars(Q) = ∅:
Jλx1 · · · xn.(Px1,...,xn Q)K = (Cn Jλx1 · · · xn.Px1,...,xnK JQK)
= (Cag cn Jλx1 · · · xn.Px1,...,xnK JQK)
4.5. Extending the rule for S. Note that
(S (λx.Px) (λx.Qx)) = ((λpqx.(p x (q x))) (λx.Px) (λx.Qx))
= λx.(Px Qx)
where x ∈ FreeVars(Px) ∩ FreeVars(Qx). Accordingly, S is used in the original bracket-
abstraction algorithm to abstract a variable x over an application (Px Qx), where x ∈
FreeVars(Px) ∩ FreeVars(Qx):
Jλx.(Px Qx)K = (S Jλx.PxK Jλx.QxK)
The n-ary and arity-generic generalization of the rule for S allows for abstracting n variables
x1, . . . , xn over an application (Px1,...,xn Qx1,...,xn), where {x1, . . . , xn} ⊆ FreeVars(Px1,...,xn)∩
FreeVars(Qx1,...,xn):
Jλx1 · · · xn.(Px1,...,xn Qx1,...,xn)K = (Sn Jλx1 · · · xn.Px1,...,xnKJλx1 · · · xn.Qx1,...,xnK)
= (Sag cn Jλx1 · · · xn.Px1,...,xnKJλx1 · · · xn.Qx1,...,xnK)
4.6. Summary and Conclusion. In Turner’s bracket-abstraction algorithm, each of the
combinatorsK,B,C,S is used to encode an abstraction of a variable over an expression: The
K combinator is used when the variable does not occur freely in the expression. The B,C,S
combinators are used when the variable abstracts over an application of two expressions,
and correspond to the situations where the given variable occurs freely in one or in both
expressions.
We extended Turner’s bracket-abstraction algorithm by introducing four additional rules
for Iag,Kag,Bag,Cag,Sag, corresponding to the abstraction of a sequence of variables of an
expression. The extended algorithm shares the simplicity of Turner’s original algorithm, and
generates compact encodings for arity-generic λ-terms.
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In those situations where {x1, . . . , xn} ∩ FreeVars(P ) 6= ∅ ∧ {x1, . . . , xn} 6⊆ FreeVars(P ),
we can use the K-introduction rule to obtain from P a β-equal expression P ′ for which
{x1, . . . , xn} ⊆ FreeVars(P
′).
Proposition 4.1. For any n-ary λ-expression En that is written with ellipses, a correspond-
ing arity-generic λ-expression Eag can be defined, such that for any natural number n, we
have (Eag cn) = En.
Sketch of proof : By induction on the length of En, a corresponding rule can be applied
in the extended algorithm, so that the rewritten expression is arity-generic and satisfies the
above relation to En.
Example: Church [7] introduces the λ-expression D = λx.(x x), which is encoded via
Turner’s algorithm as (S I I). How would the n-ary and arity-generic extensions be encoded?
The n-ary extension:
JDnK = Jλx1 · · · xn.(x1 · · · xn (x1 · · · xn))K
= (Sn Jλx1 · · · xn.(x1 · · · xn)K Jλx1 · · · xn.(x1 · · · xn)K)
= (Sn In In)
The arity-generic extension :
Dag = λn.(Sag n (Iag n) (Iag n))
So as we can see, the extended basis {I,K,B,C,S, Iag,Kag,Bag,Cag,Sag} provides a natural
extension of the original basis for encoding arity-generic λ-expressions.
5. n-ary and arity-generic expressions
5.1. The arity-generic selector combinators. The selector combinators return one of
their arguments. For n, k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ n, the selector that returns the k-th of its n+1
arguments is defined as follows:
σnk ≡ λx0 · · · xn.xk
An arity-generic version of the selector, which we write as σag, would take Church numerals
k, n and return σnk . We generate σ
n
k in two states: First, we generate a selector in which
only the first argument is returned:
λxk · · · xn.xk
We then tag on k additional abstractions.
Suppose we have P,Q that are defined as follows:
P = λx0 · · · xn.x0
Q = λx0 · · · xnxn+1.x0
We define the λ-term f to map P
f
=⇒ Q for all n. The relationship between P and Q is
given by Q = λx.(P (λz.x)), and so:
f = λpx.(p (λz.x))
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We use f to generate λxk · · · xn.xk by applying the (n−k)-th composition of f to the identity
combinator I. From this we obtain σnk by k + 1 applications of K. We can now define σag
as follows:
σag ≡ λkn.(P
− k K (−· n k f I))
This definition satisfies the requirement that (σag ck cn) = σ
n
k .
5.2. The arity-generic projections. The projection combinators take an n-tuple and
return the respective projection:
(pink 〈x1, . . . , xn〉) = xk
The standard way of defining projections is to take an n-tuple and apply it to the corre-
sponding selector:
pink ≡ λx.(x σ
n
k )
The definition of the arity-generic extension piag can be written in terms of σag:
piag ≡ λknx.(x (σag k n))
This definition satisfies the requirement that (piag ck cn) = pi
n
k .
5.3. The arity-generic, ordered n-tuple maker. In his textbook The Lambda Calculus:
Its Syntax and Semantics [4, pages 133-134], Barendregt introduces one of the standard
constructions for n-tuples2:
〈E1, . . . , En〉 ≡ λz.(z E1 · · ·En)
The ordered n-tuple maker 〈␣, . . . , ␣〉n takes n λ-terms and returns their ordered tuple.
Although most texts on the λ-calculus use it implicitly by using ordered tuples as general-
izations to the syntax of the λ-calculus, it is easily definable:
〈␣, . . . , ␣〉n ≡ λx1 · · · xn. 〈x1, . . . , xn〉
= λx1 · · · xnz.(z x1 · · · xn)
We wish to define the arity-generic generalization of the n-tuple maker 〈␣, . . . , ␣〉
ag
, such
that:
(〈␣, . . . , ␣〉
ag
cn) = 〈␣, . . . , ␣〉n
We relate 〈␣, . . . , ␣〉n with 〈␣, . . . , ␣〉n+1 as follows:
〈␣, . . . , ␣〉n+1 = λx1 · · · xnxn+1z.(z x1 · · · xn xn+1)
= λx1 · · · xnxn+1z.(〈␣, . . . , ␣〉n x1 · · · xn z xn+1)
= λx1 · · · xnxn+1z.(C (〈␣, . . . , ␣〉n x1 · · · xn) xn+1 z)
=η λx1 · · · xn.(C (〈␣, . . . , ␣〉n x1 · · · xn))
= λx1 · · · xn.(Bag C 〈␣, . . . , ␣〉n x1 · · · xn)
=η (Bag C 〈␣, . . . , ␣〉n)
2This construction appears, for ordered pairs and triples, in Church’s book The Calculi of Lambda Con-
version [7].
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Using this relation, we define the λ-term f to map 〈cn, 〈␣, . . . , ␣〉n〉
f
=⇒
〈
cn+1, 〈␣, . . . , ␣〉n+1
〉
for all n:
f = λp.〈(S+ (pi21 p)),
(Bag (pi
2
1 p) C (pi
2
2 p))〉
Notice that 〈␣, . . . , ␣〉0 = I, so we can obtain 〈␣, . . . , ␣〉n by applying the n-th composition
of f to 〈c0, I〉 . We define 〈␣, . . . , ␣〉ag as follows:
〈␣, . . . , ␣〉
ag
≡ λn.(pi22 (n f 〈c0, I〉))
This definition satisfies the requirement that (〈␣, . . . , ␣〉
ag
cn) = 〈␣, . . . , ␣〉n, so for ex-
ample, (〈␣, . . . , ␣〉
ag
c3 E1 E2 E3) = 〈E1, E2, E3〉.
The task of defining the 〈␣, . . . , ␣〉n combinator is given as an exercise in the author’s
course notes on the λ-calculus [14], where the combinator is referred to as malloc, in a
tongue-in-cheek reference to the C library function for allocating blocks of memory.
5.4. Applying λ-terms. A useful property of our representation of ordered n-tuples, is
that it gives us left-associated applications immediately:
(〈E1, . . . , En〉 P ) = (P E1 · · ·En)
This behavior can be used to apply some expression to its arguments, where these arguments
are passed in an n-tuple, in much the same way as the apply procedure in LISP [21], which
takes a procedure and a list of arguments, and applies the procedure to these arguments.
One notable difference though, is that the λ-calculus does not have a notion of arity-generic
procedures, and so the procedure we wish to apply must “know” now many arguments to
expect. We can thus define:
Apply ≡ λfv.(v f)
Because functions in the λ-calculus are Curried, and therefore applications associate
to the left, Apply combinator proides for left-associated applications. For right-associated
applications, we would like to have an arity-generic version of the following n-ary λ-term:
RightApplicatorn ≡ λx1 · · · xnz.(x1 (x2 · · · (xn z) · · · ))
We begin by writing RightApplicatorn+1 in terms of RightApplicatorn:
RightApplicatorn+1 = λx1 · · · xnxn+1z.(RightApplicatorn x1 · · · xn (xn+1 z))
= λx1 · · · xnxn+1z.(B (RightApplicatorn x1 · · · xn) xn+1 z)
= λx1 · · · xnxn+1z.(Bn B RightApplicatorn x1 · · · xn xn+1 z)
=η (Bn B RightApplicatorn)
The λ-term f such that 〈cn,RightApplicatorn〉
f
=⇒
〈
cn+1,RightApplicatorn+1
〉
is given by:
f ≡ λp.〈(S+ (pi21 p)),
(Bag (pi
2
1 p) B (pi
2
2 p))〉
Notice that RightApplicator0 = λz.z = I, so we can obtain RightApplicatorn by applying
the n-th composition of f to 〈c0, I〉. We define RightApplicatorag as follows:
RightApplicator
ag
≡ λn.(pi22 (n f 〈c0, I〉))
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This definition satisfies the requirement that (RightApplicator
ag
cn) = RightApplicatorn.
5.5. Extending n-tuples. Applying 〈␣, . . . , ␣〉n+1 to n arguments results in a λ-term that
takes an argument and returns an n+ 1-tuple, in which the given argument is the n + 1-st
projection. We use this fact to extend an n-tuple by an additional n+ 1-st element:
Extendag ≡ λnva.(v (〈␣, . . . , ␣〉ag (S
+ n)) a)
We can use it as follows:
(Extendag cn 〈x1, . . . , xn〉 xn+1) = 〈x1, . . . , xn, xn+1〉
Similarly, we can define the λ-term Catenate, for creating an n+k-tuple given an n-tuple
and a k-tuple:
Catenate ≡ λnvkw.(w (v (〈␣, . . . , ␣〉
ag
(+ n k))))
For example:
(Catenate c3 〈E1, E2, E3〉 c2 〈F1, F2〉) = 〈E1, E2, E3, F1, F2〉
5.6. Iota. When working with indexed expressions, it is convenient to have the iota-function
(written as the Greek letter ι, and pronounced “yota”), which maps the number N to the
vector 〈0, . . . , N − 1〉. Iota was introduced by Kenneth Iverson first in the APL notation [15],
and then in the APL programming language [22].
We implement the ι combinator to take a Church numeral cn and return the ordered
n-tuple 〈c0, . . . , cn−1〉. Given the standard definition of ordered n-tuples, it is natural to
define (ι c0) = I.
We know that
(ι cn) = 〈c0, . . . , cn−1〉
= λz.(z c0 · · · cn−1 cn)
So the λ-term f such that
(ι cn)
(f cn)
=⇒ (ι cn+1)
can be characterized as follows:
(λz.(z c0 · · · cn−1))
(f cn)
=⇒ (λz.(z c0 · · · cn−1 cn))
We define f as follows:
f = λniz.(i z n)
The λ-term g such that
〈n, i〉
g
=⇒
〈
(S+ n), (f n i)
〉
is defined as follows:
g = λp.〈(S+ (pi21 p)),
(f (pi21 p) (pi
2
2 p))〉
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We now define ι as follows:
ι ≡ λn.(pi22 (n g 〈c0, I〉))
This definition satisfies the requirement that (ι cn+1) = λz.(z c0 · · · cn).
5.7. Reversing. It is often useful to be able to reverse the arguments to a function or an
n-tuple. We can define an n-ary reversal combinator Rn as follows:
Rn ≡ λx1 · · · xnw.(w xn · · · x1)
Rn can be used in two ways:
(1) We can use it to reverse an ordered n tuple:
(〈E1, . . . , En〉 Rn) = 〈En, . . . , E1〉
(2) We can use it to take n arguments are return their n-tuple, in reverse order:
(Rn E1 · · ·En) = 〈En, . . . , E1〉
We would like to define Rag, the arity-generic generalization of Rn, such that (Rag cn) = Rn.
We start by writing Rn+1 in terms of Rn:
Rn+1 = λx1 · · · xnxn+1w.(w x1 · · · xn+1)
= λx1 · · · xnxn+1w.(Rn x1 · · · xn (w xn+1))
= λx1 · · · xnxn+1w.(B (Rn x1 · · · xn) w xn+1)
= λx1 · · · xnxn+1w.(C (B (Rn x1 · · · xn)) xn+1 w)
=η λx1 · · · xn.(C (B (Rn x1 · · · xn)))
= λx1 · · · xn.(C (Bn B Rn x1 · · · xn))
= λx1 · · · xn.(Bn C (Bn B Rn) x1 · · · xn)
=η (Bn C (Bn B Rn))
The λ-term f that takes a Church numeral cn, and maps Rn
(f cn)
=⇒ Rn+1, is given by:
f ≡ λnr.(Bag n C (Bag n B r))
The λ-term g such that 〈cn, Rn〉
g
=⇒ 〈cn+1, Rn+1〉 is given by:
g ≡ λp.
〈
(S+ (pi21 p)), (f (pi
2
1 p) (pi
2
2 p))
〉
Notice that R0 = I, so we can obtain Rn by applying the n-th composition of g to 〈c0, I〉.
We define Rag as follows:
Rag ≡ λn.(pi
2
2 (n g 〈c0, I〉))
Note that (Rag cn) = Rn.
Below are examples of two slightly different ways of using Rag:
(Rag c3 E1 E2 E3) = (R3 E1 E2 E3)
= 〈E3, E2, E1〉
(〈E1, E2, E3, E4〉 (Rag c4)) = (〈E1, E2, E3, E4〉 R4)
= 〈E4, E3, E2, E1〉
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5.8. Mapping. We would like to define the combinator Map
ag
, such that:
(Map
ag
cn f 〈x1, . . . , xn〉) = 〈(f x1), . . . (f xn)〉
Let:
Qn ≡ λx1 · · · xnz.(z (f x1) · · · (f xn))
Mapn ≡ λfv.(v Qn)
We define Qn+1 in terms of Qn:
Qn+1 = λx1 · · · xnwz.(Qn x1 · · · xn z (f w))
= λx1 · · · xnwz.(C (Qn x1 · · · xn) (f w) z)
=η λx1 · · · xnw.(C (Qn x1 · · · xn) (f w))
= λx1 · · · xnw.(B (C (Qn x1 · · · xn)) f w)
=η λx1 · · · xn.(B (C (Qn x1 · · · xn)) f)
= λx1 · · · xn.(C B f (C (Qn x1 · · · xn)))
= λx1 · · · xn.(B (C B f) C (Qn x1 · · · xn))
= λx1 · · · xn.(Bn (B (C B f) C) Qn x1 · · · xn)
=η (Bn (B (C B f) C) Qn)
Using this relation, we define the λ-term g to map 〈cn, Qn〉
g
=⇒ 〈cn+1, Qn+1〉 for all n:
g ≡ λp.〈(S+ (pi21 p)),
(Bag (pi
2
1 p) (B (C B f) C) (pi
2
2 p))〉
Notice that Q0 = I, so we can obtain Qn by applying the n-th composition of g to 〈c0, I〉.
We define Qag as follows:
Qag ≡ λn.(pi
2
2 (n g 〈c0, I〉))
We now define Map
ag
as follows:
Map
ag
≡ λnfv.(v (Qag n))
This definition satisfies the requirement that (Map
ag
cn) = Mapn.
5.9. Arity-generic, multiple fixed-point combinators. By now we have the tools nee-
ded to construct arity-generic, multiple fixed-point combinators in the λ-calculus. Fixed-
point combinators are used to solve fixed-point equations, resulting in a single solution that
is the least in a lattice-theoretic sense. When moving to n multiple fixed-point equations,
multiple fixed-point combinators are needed to solve the system, giving a set of n solutions,
that once again, are the least in the above-mentioned lattice-theoretic sense.
A set of n multiple fixed-point combinators are λ-terms Fn1 , . . . , F
n
n , such that for any
n λ-terms x1, . . . , xn, and k = 1, . . . , n we have:
(Fnj x1 · · · xn) = (xj (F
n
1 x1 · · · xn) · · · (F
n
n x1 · · · xn))
Brevity is one motivation for the construction of an arity-generic fixed-point combinator.
Using ordinary multiple fixed-point combinators, n combinators are needed for any choice
of n, which means that if we wish to solve several such systems of equations, we need a great
many number of multiple fixed-point combinators. In contrast, an arity-generic fixed-point
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combinator can be used to find any multiple fixed-point in a system of any size: It takes as
arguments two Church numerals cn, ck, which specify the size of the system, and the specific
multiple fixed-point, and returns the specific multiple fixed-point combinator of interest.
Other reasons for using an arity-generic fixed-point combinator have to do with the
size of the multiple fixed-point combinators and their correctness: The size of the n-ary
extensions of Curry’s and Turing’s historical fixed-point combinators is quadratic to the
number of equations, or O(n2). Specifying such large terms, be in on paper, in LATEX, or
in a computerized reduction system is unwieldy and prone to errors. An arity-generic fixed-
point combinator is surprisingly compact, because the size of the system is specified as an
argument.
5.9.1. An arity-generic generalization of Curry’s fixed-point combinator for multiple fixed
points. Recall Curry’s single fixed-point combinator:
YCurry ≡ λf.((λx.(f (x x)))
(λx.(f (x x))))
Generalizing Curry’s single fixed-point combinator to n multiple fixed-point equations yields
a sequence {Φnk}
n
k=1 of n multiple fixed-point combinators, where Φ
n
k is defined as follows:
Φnk ≡ λf1 · · · fn.((λx1 · · · xn.(fk (x1 x1 · · · xn) · · · (xn x1 · · · xn)))
(λx1 · · · xn.(f1 (x1 x1 · · · xn) · · · (xn x1 · · · xn)))
...
(λx1 · · · xn.(fn (x1 x1 · · · xn) · · · (xn x1 · · · xn))))
Given the system of fixed-point equations {(Fk x1 · · · xn) = xk}
n
k=1, the k-th multiple fixed-
point is given by (Φnk F1 · · ·Fn).
Our inductive definition (on the syntax of λ-calculus) is sufficiently precise and well-
defined that we can construct, for any given n ∈ N, a set of multiple fixed-point combinators.
But if n is a variable, rather than a constant, then this will not do.
Let vx = 〈x1, . . . , xn〉. Starting with the inner common sub-expression 〈(xk x1 · · · xn)〉
n
k=1,
we note that:
〈(xk x1 · · · xn)〉
n
k=1 = (Mapag cn (λxk.(xk vx)) vx)
The arity-generic fixed-point combinator Φag takes cn, ck, and returns Φ
n
k , which is the
fixed-point combinator that takes n generating functions, and returns the k-th of n multiple
fixed-points:
(Φag ck cn) = λf1 · · · fn.((λvf .((λw.(piag ck cn w w))
(Map
ag
cn
(λfjvx.(Mapag cn
(λxk.(xk vx))
vx fj))
vf )))
(〈␣, . . . , ␣〉
ag
cn f1 · · · fn)
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= (Bag cn
(λvf .((λw.(piag ck cn w w))
(Map
ag
cn
(λfjvx.(Mapag cn
(λxk.(xk vx))
vx fj))
vf )))
(〈␣, . . . , ␣〉
ag
cn))
Abstracting the variables k, n over ck, cn respectively, we define the arity-generic extension
of Curry’s multiple fixed-point combinator:
Φag ≡ λkn.(Bag n
(λvf .((λw.(piag k n w w))
(Map
ag
n
(λfjvx.(Mapag n
(λxk.(xk vx))
vx fj))
vf )))
(〈␣, . . . , ␣〉
ag
n))
This definition satisfies the requirement that (Φag ck cn) = Φ
n
k .
5.9.2. An arity-generic generalization of Turing’s fixed-point combinator for multiple fixed
points. Recall Turing’s single fixed-point combinator:
YTuring ≡ ((λxf.(f (x x f)))
(λxf.(f (x x f))))
Generalizing Turing’s single fixed-point combinator to nmultiple fixed-point equations yields
a sequence {Ψnk}
n
k=1 of n multiple fixed-point combinators, where Ψ
n
k is defined as follows:
Ψnk ≡ ((λx1 · · · xnf1 · · · fn.(fk (x1 x1 · · · xn f1 · · · fn) · · · (xn x1 · · · xn f1 · · · fn)))
(λx1 · · · xnf1 · · · fn.(f1 (x1 x1 · · · xn f1 · · · fn) · · · (xn x1 · · · xn f1 · · · fn)))
· · ·
(λx1 · · · xnf1 · · · fn.(fn (x1 x1 · · · xn f1 · · · fn) · · · (xn x1 · · · xn f1 · · · fn))))
Our construction follows similar lines as with the n-ary generalization of YCurry. For a given
n, the ordered n-tuples vx, vf are defined as follows:
vx ≡ 〈x1, . . . , xn〉
vf ≡ 〈f1, . . . , fn〉
respectively.
As before, we begin by encoding a common sub-expression 〈(xk x1 · · · xn f1 · · · fn)〉
n
k=1,
as follows:
〈(xk x1 · · · xn f1 · · · fn)〉
n
k=1 = (Mapag cn (λxk.(xk vx vf )) vx)
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The arity-generic generalization of Turing’s multiple fixed-point combinator is given by:
(Ψag ck cn) = λf1 · · · fn.((λvf .((λw.(piag ck cn w w vf ))
(Map
ag
cn
(λjvxvf .(Mapag cn
(λxk.(xk vx vf ))
vx
(piag (S
+ j) cn vf )))
(ι cn)
(〈␣, . . . , ␣〉
ag
cn f1 · · · fn))
= (Bag cn
(λvf .((λw.(piag ck cn w w vf ))
(Map
ag
cn
(λjvxvf .(Mapag cn
(λxk.(xk vx vf ))
vx
(piag (S
+ j) cn vf )))
(ι cn)
(〈␣, . . . , ␣〉
ag
cn))
We define Ψag by abstracting ck, cn over the above, to get:
Ψag ≡ λkn.(Bag n
(λvf .((λw.(piag k n w w vf ))
(Map
ag
n
(λjvxvf .(Mapag n
(λxk.(xk vx vf ))
vx
(piag (S
+ j) n vf )))
(ι n)
(〈␣, . . . , ␣〉
ag
n))
This definition satisfies the requirement that (Ψag ck cn) = Ψ
n
k .
5.9.3. An arity-generic generalization of Böhm’s construction. In Sections 5.9.1 and 5.9.2 we
introduced n-ary generalizations of Curry’s and Turing’s fixed-point combinator for solving
systems of multiple fixed-point equations. The goal of this section is to show that these
generalizations are, in a precise sense, natural, and obey a well-known relation that holds
between the two original, single fixed-point combinators.
In his textbook The Lambda Calculus: Its Syntax and Semantics [4, page 143], Baren-
dregt mentions, in the proof of Proposition 6.5.5, a result due to Böhm, that relates Curry’s
and Turing’s fixed-point combinators:
Let M ≡ λφx.(x (φ x)) = (S I). We have:
(YCurry M) −→ YTuring
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To understand whence this λ-term M comes, consider the definition of a fixed-point
combinator: A term Φ, such that for all x, (Φ x) is a fixed point of x, and so we have:
(Φ x) = (x (Φ x))
Abstracting over x, we get a recursive definition for Φ, that can be rewritten as a fixed-point
equation:
Φ = λx.(x (Φ x))
= ((λφx.(x (φ x))) Φ)
= (M Φ)
We can solve this fixed-point equation using any fixed-point combinator. If Φ is a fixed-
point combinator, then (Φ M) is also a fixed-point combinator. After we prove these to be
distinct in the βη sense, we can define an infinite chain of distinct fixed-point combinators.
Furthermore, M relates YCurry and YTuring in an interesting way: (YCurry M)−→YTuring,
which is a stronger relation than =.
For the purpose of this work, we consider n-ary generalizations of YCurry and YTuring to
be natural if they satisfy a corresponding n-ary generalization of the above relation.
We now define n-ary generalizations of the above term M . If Θ1, . . . ,Θn are a set of n
multiple fixed-point combinators, then for any x1, . . . , xn and k = 1, . . . , n, it satisfies:
(Θnk x1 · · · xn) = (xk (Θ
n
1 x1 · · · xn) · · · (Θ
n
n x1 · · · xn))
= ((λφ1 · · ·φnx1 · · · xn.(xk (φ1 x1 · · · xn) · · · (φn x1 · · · xn)))
Θ1 · · ·Θn)
= (Mnk Θ1 · · ·Θn)
where Mnk ≡ λφ1 · · ·φnx1 · · · xn.(xk (φ1 x1 · · · xn) · · · (φn x1 · · · xn)).
The n-ary generalizations of YCurry,YTuring are given by Φ
n
k ,Ψ
n
k , respectively, for all
k = 1, . . . , n.
Proposition 5.1. For any n > 0 and each k = 1, . . . n, we have (Φnk M
n
1 · · ·M
n
n )−→Ψ
n
k .
Proof.
(Φnk M
n
1 · · ·M
n
n )
−→ ((λz1 · · · zn.(M
n
k (z1 z1 · · · zn) · · · (zn z1 · · · zn)))
(λz1 · · · zn.(M
n
1 (z1 z1 · · · zn) · · · (zn z1 · · · zn)))
· · ·
(λz1 · · · zn.(M
n
n (z1 z1 · · · zn) · · · (zn z1 · · · zn))))
−→ ((λz1 · · · znx1 · · · xn.(xk (z1 z1 · · · zn x1 · · · xn) · · · (zn z1 · · · zn x1 · · · xn)))
(λz1 · · · znx1 · · · xn.(x1 (z1 z1 · · · zn x1 · · · xn) · · · (zn z1 · · · zn x1 · · · xn)))
· · ·
(λz1 · · · znx1 · · · xn.(xn (z1 z1 · · · zn x1 · · · xn) · · · (zn z1 · · · zn x1 · · · xn))))
≡ Ψnk
We would like to define the combinator Mag, which is the arity-generic generalization of the
Mnk , such that:
(Mag ck cn) = M
n
k
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We start with Mnk :
Mnk ≡ λφ1 · · ·φnx1 · · · xn.(xk (φ1 x1 · · · xn) · · · (φn x1 · · · xn))
= λφ1 · · ·φnx1 · · · xn.(σag ck cn x1 · · · xn (φ1 x1 · · · xn) · · · (φn x1 · · · xn))
= λφ1 · · ·φn.(Sag cn
(λx1 · · · xn.(σag ck cn x1 · · · xn (φ1 x1 · · · xn) · · · (φn−1 x1 · · · xn)))
φn)
= λφ1 · · ·φn.(Sag cn
(Sag cn
(λx1 · · · xn.(σag ck cn x1 · · · xn (φ1 x1 · · · xn) · · · (φn−2 x1 · · · xn)))
φn−1)
φn)
= λφ1 · · ·φn. (Sag cn (Sag cn (· · · (Sag cn︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
(σag ck cn) φ1) · · · ) φn−1) φn)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
We generate such a repeated application by repeatedly applying the function f , defined
so that 〈Mr, cr〉
f
=⇒ 〈Mr+1, cr+1〉. Assuming the variable n, which stands for the Church
numeral cn in the previous expression, and which occurs free in f , we define f as follows:
f = λp.〈(Bag (pi
2
2 p) (Sag n) (pi
2
1 p)),
(S+ (pi22 p))〉
We can now use f to define Mnk :
Mnk = (pi
2
1 (cn f 〈(σag ck cn), c0〉))
We now define Mag by abstracting ck, cn over the parameterized expression, to get:
Mag ≡ λkn.(pi
2
1 (n f 〈(σag k n), c0〉))
≡ λkn.(pi21 (n (λp.〈(Bag (pi
2
2 p) (Sag n) (pi
2
1 p)),
(S+ (pi22 p))〉)
〈(σag k n), c0〉))
This definition satisfies the requirement that (Mag ck cn) = M
n
k . Combined with Proposi-
tion 5.1, it follows that for n ≥ 1 and for each k = 1, . . . , n, we have: (Φag ck cn (Mag ck cn)) =
(Ψag ck cn). The stronger −→ property does not hold when working with encodings, which
are by definition, β-equivalent. Finally, just as M was used to construct a chain of infinitely-
many different fixed-point combinators, so canMag be used to construct a chain of infinitely-
many arity-generic fixed-point combinators: If Φn1 , . . . ,Φ
n
n are n multiple fixed-point combi-
nators, then so are
(Mag c1 cn Φ
n
1 · · ·Φ
n
n),
· · ·
(Mag cn cn Φ
n
1 · · ·Φ
n
n)
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and so are
(Mag c1 cn (Mag c1 cn Φ
n
1 · · ·Φ
n
n),
· · ·
(Mag cn cn Φ
n
1 · · ·Φ
n
n)),
· · ·
(Mag cn cn (Mag c1 cn Φ
n
1 · · ·Φ
n
n),
· · ·
(Mag cn cn Φ
n
1 · · ·Φ
n
n))
etc.
5.9.4. Summary and conclusion. We defined n-ary (Φnk ,Ψ
n
k) and arity-generic (Φag,Ψag)
generalizations of Curry’s and Turing’s fixed-point combinators, and showed that these
generalizations maintain the n-ary and arity-generic generalizations of the relationship orig-
inally discovered by Böhm. The significance of arity-generic fixed-point combinators is that
they are single terms that parameterize over the number of fixed-point equations and the
index of a fixed point, so they can be used to find any fixed point of any number of fixed-
point equations: They can be used interchangeably to define mutually-recursive procedures,
mutually-recursive data structures, etc.
For example, if E,O are the even and odd generating functions given by:
E ≡ λeon.(Zero? n True (o (P− n)))
O ≡ λeon.(Zero? n False (e (P− n)))
Then we can use Curry’s arity-generic fixed-point combinator to define the λ-terms that
compute the even and odd functions on Church numerals as follows:
IsEven? ≡ (Φag c1 c2 E O)
IsOdd? ≡ (Φag c2 c2 E O)
Alternatively, we can use Turing’s arity-generic fixed-point combinator to do the same:
IsEven?′ ≡ (Ψag c1 c2 E O)
IsOdd?′ ≡ (Ψag c2 c2 E O)
It might seem intuitive that in order to generate n multiple fixed points, we would need
n generating expressions, and this intuition is responsible for the O(n2) size of the n-ary
extensions of Curry’s and Turing’s fixed-point combinators. A more compact approach,
however, is to pass along a single aggregation of the n fixed points, which can be done
using a single generator function that is applied to itself. This approach was taken by
Kiselyov [16] in his construction of a variadic, multiple fixed-point combinator in Scheme:
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(define Y*
(lambda s
((lambda (u) (u u))
(lambda (p)
(map (lambda (si)
(lambda x
(apply (apply si (p p)) x)))
s)))))
A corresponding arity-generic version can be encoded in the λ-calculus in two ways. First,
to emphasize the brevity of this construction, we can write:
Y ∗ = λnvs.((λu.(u u))
(λp.(Map
ag
n (λsivx.(p p si vx)) vs)))
Note that since the Apply combinator reverses its two arguments, we can avoid it altogether
by reversing its two arguments in situ, essentially inlining the Apply combinator. Then for
any n ∈ N, let f1, . . . fn ∈ Λ be some λ-expressions, and let Φ
n
1 , . . . ,Φ
n
n be a set of n multiple
fixed-point combinators, Y ∗ satisfies:
(Y ∗ cn 〈f1, . . . fn〉) = 〈(Φ
n
1 f1 · · · fn), . . . , (Φ
n
n f1 · · · fn)〉
But to be consistent with how we defined and used other arity-generic terms, we should
rather define a Curried variant Y ∗
Curried
:
Y ∗Curried = λn.(Bag n (λu.(u u))
(Bag n (C (B (Mapag n)
(λpsivx.(p p si vx))))
(〈␣, . . . , ␣〉
ag
n)))
This variant takes a Church numeral, followed by n λ-expressions, and returns the n-tuple
of their multiple fixed points:
(Y ∗Curried cn f1 · · · fn) = 〈(Φ
n
1 f1 · · · fn), . . . , (Φ
n
n f1 · · · fn)〉
So it seems that the shortest known multiple fixed-point combinator in Scheme translates
to a very short multiple fixed-point combinator in the λ-calculus, perhaps the shortest known
as well.
5.10. Derivation of the Arity-Generic One-Point Basis Maker. In a previous
work [12], we have shown that for any n λ-terms E1, . . . , En, which need not even be com-
binators, it is possible to define a single term X that generates E1, . . . , En. Such a term is
known as a one-point basis [4, Section 8.1].
It is straightforward to construct a dispatcher λ-term D, such that (D ck) = Ek, for all
k = 1, . . . , n. Let X = 〈M, c0〉, where M = λmba.(Zero? b 〈m, (S
+ a)〉 (D b)). Then, for
any k = 1, . . . , n, we have:
X(X · · ·X︸ ︷︷ ︸
k+1
) = 〈M, c0〉 (〈M, c0〉 · · · 〈M, c0〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
k+1
)
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= 〈M, c0〉 〈M, ck〉
= (D ck)
= Ek
Notice that a different dispatcher is needed for each n, and for each E1, . . . , En.
Using our arity-generic basis, we can abstract a Church numeral over our construction,
and obtain an arity-generic one-point basis maker. We defineM so as to use an arity-generic
selector to dispatch over n expressions:
M ≡ λmba.(Zero? b (λx.x m (S+ a)) (σag b cn x1 · · · xn))
We use M to define the Arity-Generic basis maker MakeXag:
MakeXag = λnx1 · · · xn. 〈M, c0〉
= λnx1 · · · xnz.(z M c0)
= λnx1 · · · xnz.(I z M c0)
= λnx1 · · · xnz.(C I M z c0)
= λnx1 · · · xnz.(C (C I M) c0 z)
=η λnx1 · · · xn.(C (C I M) c0)
= λnx1 · · · xn.(C C c0 (C I M))
= λnx1 · · · xn.(B (C C c0) (C I)︸ ︷︷ ︸
aliased by A1
M)
= λnx1 · · · xn.(A1 (λmba.(Zero? b (λx.(x m (S
+ a)))
(σag b n x1 · · · xn))))
= λnx1 · · · xn.(A1 (λmba.(Bag n (Zero? b (λx.(x m (S
+ a))))
(σag b n)︸ ︷︷ ︸
aliased by A2
x1 · · · xn)))
= λnx1 · · · xn.(A1 (λmba.(A2 x1 · · · xn)))
= λnx1 · · · xn.(A1 (λmba.(〈x1, . . . , xn〉 A2)))
= λnx1 · · · xn.(A1 ((λvmba.(v A2))︸ ︷︷ ︸
aliased by A3
〈x1, . . . , xn〉)
= λnx1 · · · xn.(A1 (A3 (〈␣, . . . , ␣〉ag n x1 · · · xn)))
= λnx1 · · · xn.(A1 (Bag n A3 (〈␣, . . . , ␣〉ag n)︸ ︷︷ ︸
aliased by A4
x1 · · · xn))
= λnx1 · · · xn.(Bag n A1 A4 x1 · · · xn)
=η λn.(Bag n A1 A4)
= λn.(Bag n A1
(Bag n A3 (〈␣, . . . , ␣〉ag n)︸ ︷︷ ︸
un-aliasing A4
))
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= λn.(Bag n A1
(Bag n ((λvmba.(v A2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
un-aliasing A3
) (〈␣, . . . , ␣〉
ag
n)))
= λn.(Bag n A1
(Bag n ((λvmba.(v (Bag n (Zero? b (λx.(x m (S
+ a))))
(σag b n))))︸ ︷︷ ︸
un-aliasing A2
(〈␣, . . . , ␣〉
ag
n))))
= λn.(Bag n (B (C C c0) (C I)︸ ︷︷ ︸
un-aliasing A1
)
(Bag n ((λvmba.(v (Bag n (Zero? b (λx.(x m (S
+ a))))
(σag b n))))
(〈␣, . . . , ␣〉
ag
n))))
We may now define MakeXag as follows:
MakeXag ≡ λn.(Bag n (B (C C c0) (C I))
(Bag n ((λvmba.(v (Bag n (Zero? b (λx.(x m (S
+ a))))
(σag b n))))
(〈␣, . . . , ␣〉
ag
n))))
We can use MakeXag as follows. For any n > 1 and E1, . . . , En ∈ Λ, we can define X as
follows:
X ≡ (MakeXag cn E1 · · ·En)
We now have:
(X (X X)) = E1
(X (X X X)) = E2
· · ·
(X (X · · ·X)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n+1
) = En
Notice that we have made no assumptions about E1 . . . En, and in particular, have not re-
quired that they be combinators. Our one-point basis maker, MakeXag, provides an abstract
mechanism for packaging λ-terms, in a way that they can later be “unpacked”.
5.11. Summary and Conclusion. We used our extended basis and bracket-abstraction
algorithm to encode useful arity-generic λ-terms of increasing complexity. We took the
approach that working with sequences of expressions in an intuitive, modular and system-
atic way should resemble “list processing” known from LISP/Scheme and other functional
programming languages.
In the spirit of list processing, the first part of this section introduces arity-generic λ-
terms for picking elements of sequences, constructing ordered n-tuples, applying λ-terms to
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the elements of a tuple, extending and reversing tuples, and constructing new ordered n-
tuples by mapping over existing tuples. All these λ-terms correspond to the basic machinery
for list processing, e.g., in LISP/Scheme. Once these were defined, we were ready to look at
more complex arity-generic λ-terms.
Our detailed examples include arity-generic fixed-point combinators, and an arity-generic
generator for one-point bases.
We encoded arity-generic generalizations of two historical fixed-point combinators by
Curry and Turing. These fixed-point combinators maintain a relationship discovered by
Böhm, so it is natural to wonder whether this relationship is maintained in the arity-generic
generalizations of these fixed-point combinators, and we have shown this to be the case up
to β-equivalence.
We then encoded an arity-generic generator for one-point bases, so that any number of
λ-terms can be “compacted” into a single expression from which they can be generated.
We tested all the arity-generic definitions in this work using a normal-order reducer for
the λ-calculus, and have verified that they behave as expected on an array of examples.
6. Related Work
The expressive power of the λ-calculus has fostered the advent of functional languages. For
example, the Algorithmic Language Scheme [27] was developed as an interpreter for the
λ-calculus, and offered programmatic support for playing with λ-definability, from Church
numerals to a call-by-value version of Curry’s fixed-point combinator [25]. Since Scheme
provides linguistic support for variadic functions, it has become a sport to program call-by-
value fixed-point operators for variadic functions. Queinnec presented the Scheme procedure
NfixN2, that is a variadic, applicative-order multiple fixed-point combinator [23, Pages 457–
458]. The author presented one that directly extends Curry’s fixed-point combinator [13]
and was a motivation for Section 5.9.
The original aim of the Combinatory-Logic program, as pursued by Schönfinkel [24], was
the elimination of bound variables [6]. To this end, Schönfinkel introduced five constants,
each with a conversion rule that described its behavior. These constants are known today
as I,K,B,C,S . While Schönfinkel did not leave an explicit abstraction algorithm for trans-
lating terms with bound variables to equivalent terms without bound variables [9, page 8],
Cardon and Hindley claim it extremely likely that he knew of such an algorithm [6].
As far as we have been able to verify, the first to have considered the question of how
to encode inductive and arity-generic λ-terms was Curry, first in an extended Combinatory
Logic framework [8], where Curry first mentions such variables, and refers to them as ap-
parent variables, and later, for Combinatory Logic [9, Section 5E]. We have not found this
terminology used elsewhere, and since the term arity-generic is much more self-explanatory,
we have chosen to stick with it.
Abdali, in his article An Abstraction Algorithm for Combinatory Logic [1], presented a
much simpler algorithm for encoding inductive and arity-generic λ-terms. Abdali introduces
the terms:
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• K , which is an arity-generic generalization of K, and identical to the Kag combinator
used throughout this article.
• I , which is an arity-generic selector, and is identical to the σag combinator introduced in
Section 5.1.
• B, which is a double arity-generic generalization of Curry’s Φ = λxyzu.(x (y u) (z u))
combinator [9], generalized for two independent indices.
These combinators can augment any basis, and provide for a straightforward encoding of
arity-generic λ-terms. Abdali does not explain how he came up with the double generaliza-
tion of Curry’s Φ combinator, or how he encoded the definitions for K ,I ,B in terms of the
basis he chose to use. Arity-generic expressions encoded using K ,I ,B, are not as concise
as they could be, because the B combinator introduces variables even in when they are not
needed in parts of an application, and in such cases, a subsequent projection is needed to
remove them.
Barendregt [4] seems to have considered this question at least for some special cases, as
in Exercises 8.5.13 and 8.5.20, the later of which he attributes to David A. Turner.3
Schönfinkel’s original I,K,B,C,S basis, coupled with Turner’s bracket-abstraction al-
gorithm for that basis, offers several advantages in terms of brevity of the resulting term,
simplicity, intuitiveness and ease of application of the algorithm. In the original bracket-
abstraction algorithm for I,K,B,C,S, the length of the encoded λ-term is less than or equal
to the length of the original λ-term, because each application is replaced by a combinator,
and abstractions are either represented by a single combinator, or are removed altogether
through η-reduction. The additional arity-generic combinators with which we extended the
I,K,B,C,S basis maintain this conciseness, because a sequence of left-associated appli-
cations to a sequence of variables is replaced by a single arity-generic combinator, and a
sequence of Curried, nested λ-abstractions is either removed via repeated η-expansions, or
is replaced with by a single arity-generic combinator. The extension of the basis and the cor-
responding bracket-abstraction algorithm to handle arity-generic λ-terms is straightforward
and intuitive.
7. Discussion
The ellipsis (‘· · · ’) and its typographical predecessor ‘&c’ (an abbreviation for the Latin
phrase et cetera, meaning “and the rest”) have been used as meta-mathematical notation,
to abbreviate mathematical objects (numbers, expressions, formulae, structures, etc.) for
hundreds of years, going back to the 17th century and possibly earlier. Such abbreviations
permeate the writings of Isaac Newton, John Wallis, Leonhard Euler, Carl Friedrich Gauss,
and up to the present. Despite its ubiquity, and perhaps as a paradoxical tribute to this
ubiquity, the ellipsis does not appear as an entry in standard texts on the history of math-
ematical notation, even though the authors of these texts make extensive use of ellipses in
their books [5, 20]. Neither is the ellipsis discussed in the Kleene’s classical text on meta-
mathematics [18], nor does it even appear as an entry in the list of symbols and notation
3Barendregt refers to Turner’s article A New Implementation Technique for Applicative Languages [29],
but as this article contains no mention of n-ary expressions and their encoding in the λ-calculus, it is plausible
that he had really intended to refer to another article by Turner, also published in 1979: Another Algorithm
for Bracket Abstraction [28].
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at the end of the book, even though Kleene makes extensive use of the ellipses both in the
main text as well as in the list of symbols and notation.
Discussions about the ellipsis and its meanings seem to concentrate in computer litera-
ture: Roland Backhouse refers to the ellipsis as the dotdotdot notation in one of the more
mathematical parts of his book Program Construction: Calculating Implementations From
Specifications [3, Section 11.1], and suggests that they have many disadvantages, the most
important being that “. . . it puts a major burden on the reader, requiring them to interpolate
from a few example values to the general term in a bag of values.” Some of the examples of
ellipses he cites can be rewritten using summations, products, and the like. Others, however
involve the meta-language, e.g., functions that take n arguments, where n is a meta-variable.
Such examples of ellipses cannot be removed as easily.
The ellipsis also appears in some programming languages. In some languages (C, C++,
and Java) it is used to define variadic procedures. In other languages (Ruby, Rust, and GNU
extensions to C and C++) it is used to define a range. In Scheme, the ellipsis is part of the
syntax for writing macros, which can be thought of as a meta-language for Scheme. A formal
treatment of ellipses in the macro language for Scheme was done by Eugene Kohlbecker in
his PhD thesis [19].
Arity-generic terms are somewhat reminiscent of variadic procedures in programming
languages: The term variadic, introduced by Strachey [26], refers to the arity of a proce-
dure, i.e., the number of arguments to which it can be applied. A dyadic procedure can be
applied to two arguments. A triadic procedure can be applied to three arguments. A vari-
adic procedure can be applied to any number of arguments. Programming languages that
provide a syntactic facility for defining variadic procedures include C++ and LISP/Scheme.
The λ-calculus has no such syntactic facility, and so it is somewhat of a misnomer to speak
of variadic λ-terms, since the number of arguments is an explicit parameter in our defini-
tions, whereas in the application of a variadic procedure to some arguments, the number
of arguments is implicit in an implementation. Nevertheless, within the classical, untyped
λ-calculus, arity-generic λ-terms provide an expressivity that comes very close to having
variadic λ-terms.
Variadic procedures are not just about the procedure interface. When used in combi-
nation with map and apply, they can provide a kind of generality that is typically deferred
to the meta-language or macro system [13, 19]. Arity-generic λ-definability achieves similar
generality in the classical λ-calculus, with some notable differences: Variadic procedures are
applied to arbitrarily-many arguments, and their parameter is bound to the list of the values
of these arguments. By contrast, arity-generic expressions take the number of arguments,
and return that many Curried λ-abstractions. In this work, we used ordered n-tuples, rather
than linked lists, as is common in most functional programming languages, in what is per-
haps reminiscent of array programming languages. As a result of the choice to use ordered
n-tuples, the apply operation became very simple. It would be straightforward to choose to
use linked lists instead, at the cost of having to define apply as a left fold operation.
In this work we show how to define, in the language of the λ-calculus, expressions that
contain meta-linguistic ellipses, the size of which is indexed by a meta-variable. For such an
indexed λ-term En, our goal was to find a term Eag that takes n as an explicit parameter, and
assuming it to be a Church numeral denoting the size of the indexed expression, evaluates
to En: (Eag cn) = En. We call Eag an arity-generic generalization of E.
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Of course, our choice of using Church numerals in this paper is based on their ubiquity.
In fact, any numeral system can be used, and we have also constructed an arity-generic basis
around Scott numerals [30].
Our approach has been to extend the basis {I,K,B,C,S} with the arity-generic general-
izations of K,B,C,S combinators and to extend Turner’s bracket-abstraction algorithm to
handle abstractions of sequences of variables over an expression. We then used this extended
basis and this extended bracket-abstraction algorithm to encode arity-generic λ-terms. Our
goal has not been to remove all abstractions in arity-generic terms, but only those abstrac-
tions that are over sequences of variables. Of course, it is possible to remove all remaining
abstractions, but our goal here has been to define indexed expressions in the λ-calculus,
without resorting to meta-linguistic ellipses, for which the removal of all abstractions is
unnecessary.
In the first part of this work we presented a natural, arity-generic generalization to
Schönfinkel’s {I,K,B,C,S} basis for the set of combinators in the λKβη-calculus, and
extended Turner’s bracket-abstraction algorithm to make use of the additional arity-generic
combinators in the extended basis. The extended algorithm retains the conciseness and
simplicity of Turner’s original algorithm.
The second part of this work uses the arity-generic basis and the corresponding bracket-
abstraction algorithm to develop tools for arity-generic λ-definability, and incidentally de-
monstrates how the arity-generic basis can be used: We introduced several arity-generic
λ-terms that perform a wide variety of computations on ordered n-tuples. These compu-
tations were inspired by, and resemble to some extent, the facilities for list manipulation
that are native to the LISP/Scheme programming language [2, 11, 21]: Terms that compute
mappings, reversal, arity-generic fixed-point combinators, arity-generic one-point bases, etc.
Implementing in the λ-calculus a functional subset of the list processing capabilities of
LISP/Scheme is a popular exercise.
In his textbook on the λ-calculus, Barendregt states that there are two ways to define
ordered n-tuples: Inductively, using nested ordered pairs, and another way, which Barendregt
characterizes as being “more direct”, as 〈M0, . . . ,Mn〉 = λz.(z M0 · · ·Mn) [4, pages 133-134].
Section 5.3 shows how to make this more direct definition inductive.
In a previous work [13], we derived an applicative-order, variadic fixed-point combinator
in Scheme. In that work, we relied on Scheme’s support for writing variadic procedures, and
consequently, on the primitive procedure apply, to apply procedures to lists of their argu-
ments. In the present work, we had control over the representation of sequences, so we could
encode an arity-generic version of apply, as well as arity-generic fixed-point combinators,
all within the λ-calculus.
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